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Abstract
According to the Healthcare Data Breach Report - April 2021, more than 11 million healthcare data
breaches have been reported in the year 2021. Major causes of these data breaches include accidental and
deliberate information misuses in Health Information Systems (HISs) leading to privacy violations. After-
the-fact reviewing for information misuses needs to be integrated with current HISs, and a prominent
solution is identifying information misuses through healthcare event log analysis. However, the lack of
proper log formation and log analysis imposes major challenges for auditing after-the-fact to detect infor-
mation misuse. This study exploited the idea of conformance checking to detect health information privacy
violations by examining healthcare logs. A case study of applying our approach to an emergency health
management condition demonstrates how a violation of Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) privacy policies during clinical practices can be detected automatically.
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1. Introduction
The availability of electronic Protected Health Information increases disclosure risks in Health
Information Systems (HISs) (Cohen Mello 2018). Healthcare Data Breach Report - April 2021
which is published by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) reports
that more than 11 million health data breaches have been reported in the year 2020 (Health IT
Dashboard, 2020). Major causes of these data breaches include accidental and deliberate information
misuses, such as hacking, improper disposal, loss, theft and unauthorized access or disclosure, in HISs
leading to privacy violations (Health IT Dashboard, 2020).

These scenarios motivate the need for the concept of Information Accountability (IA) along
with information security and privacy (Weitzner et al., 2008). As an important mechanism for IA,
after-the-fact reviewing for information misuses needs to be integrated with current HISs in addition
to traditional security mechanisms of blocking access to information (Kacianka, 2017). While a
prominent solution for implementing IA is to identify information misuses through appropriate
recording and analysis of event logs, after-the-fact reviewing via log analysis in the healthcare
domain is still an open issue (Weitzner et al., 2008). Inappropriate log formation and a lack of log
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analysis tools dedicated to healthcare practitioners impose major challenges in auditing after-the-fact
to detect information misuse (Wickramage et al., 2016).

In the area of enterprise systems management, the concept of conformance checking has been
used to detect inconsistencies between a best practice workflow model and the execution log of
the corresponding process (Rozinat Van der Aalst, 2008). Unusual behaviours or deviations can be
identified if the corporate IT system captures records of every admittance of information related
to actual process execution in the event logs. This study aims to exploit the idea of conformance
checking to detect health information privacy violations by examining the event logs recorded in
HISs. Although we may potentially use existing conformance checking tools, inappropriate log
formation for analysis purposes is one of the main problems that obstructs the application of such
an approach. Incompleteness and inconsistency of existing logging mechanisms in healthcare, the
volume and the variety of logs and collecting required information from various HISs and relevant
IT systems compounds the challenges.

A main contribution of this research is the development of systematic log analysis methods to
detect health information privacy violations via conformance checking. To demonstrate our approach,
we present a case study based in an Emergency Department in a hospital, specifically involving
a Break-the-Glass situation. It shows how a violation of HIPAA privacy policies during clinical
practices (Yale University, 2021) can be detected automatically. Promising results were obtained
from the application of our approach which successfully distinguished unacceptable scenarios from
acceptable ones using the logs recorded by a healthcare system.

2. Methodology
In enterprise systems management, conformance checking can be used to detect inconsistencies
between a workflow model representing expected business operations and the corresponding event
logs that record the actual operations (Rozinat Van der Aalst, 2008). Hence, our overall approach
aims to apply this existing conformance checking mechanism to the healthcare context for privacy
violation detection.

Figure 1 depicts an overview of our approach. The main idea is to audit healthcare practice by
checking the conformance between the relevant event sequences recorded in healthcare logs against
health standards and policies. On the one hand, a typical patient journey, compliant with healthcare
standards and policies, can be specified in the form of a so-called clinical workflow model. On the
other hand, we propose log preparation activities, to make the existing healthcare logs capable of
being used with a conformance checker. Next, the log data obtained from log preparation can be
checked against the clinical workflow model using an existing tool for conformance checking, and
the results be recorded in log analysis reports.

Figure 1. An overall approach of auditing healthcare logs against health standards via conformance checking.

We introduced log preparation activities which are carried out in two main phases. Firstly,
to enrich healthcare log files so that they contain sufficient information for the purpose of policy
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Figure 2. The log file preparation consisting of log enrichment and pre-processing phases.

violation detection, and secondly, to pre-process the log files to obtain the data required by the
relevant conformance checker.

• Log enrichment. This is to analyse existing health log data to clarify the missing features and
identify the additional events that must be recorded in a healthcare log and/or an IT system log
to capture information relevant for privacy violation detection.
• Log pre-processing. This involves merging separate logs, filtering and restructuring the logs,

and distinguishing individual ‘cases’ (i.e. process instances) in the logs.

3. Case Studies
The general approach presented in the above section was used for a typical emergency health
management scenario in the Emergency Department (ED) in a hospital. A Break-the-Glass (BTG)
procedure was chosen as an example of a complex treatment process with a potential information
privacy risk. Below, we firstly describe a BTG procedure specified in HIPAA compliant healthcare
standard, and then show how our approach can be used to detect privacy violations in such a context.

• Case scenario – patient data disclosure in a BTG situation. HIPAA defines a standard BTG
procedure as granting immediate access to electronic Protected Health Information (ePHI) in a
critical situation. A typical scenario is an emergency condition where a clinical practitioner needs
access privileges for the safety of a patient beyond those normally allowed. This is managed by
maintaining emergency login accounts with minimum necessary access rights as well as audit
trails associated with them. A clean-up process, which often takes a selected period (such as eight
hours) from the start, should also be defined to disable pre-owned emergency accounts to prevent
their reuse.

3.1 Clinical Workflow Model: An ED process involving BTG
This is to specify expected behaviours (i.e. norms) using a workflow model. We selected an emergency
health management example and created a workflow model to capture a medical treatment process
involving a BTG situation in an emergency condition as part of our previous work (Wickramage et
al., 2019). The workflow model is expressed using Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN), a
mainstream process modelling language.

3.2 Preparing EHR Logs from OpenEMR
The first step for preparing conformance check-ready log files is to enrich health log files from
an existing HIS. It is necessary to record an essential set of event types in healthcare log files to
accomplish after-the-fact reasoning. However, the existing healthcare logs may not have all these
features. To illustrate this, we implemented our proposed anatomy (Wickramage et al., 2016) of a
log file for healthcare systems. We used OpenEMR, which is an open source health management
system, to capture actual events in an ED process. The second step of log preparation is to pre-process
the log files into an appropriate format. For our purposes we used the open-source process mining
tool ProM to perform conformance checking. The enriched logs generated by OpenEMR were
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pre-processed such that the conformance checking plug-in module in ProM could be applied against
a pre-defined workflow model. Figure 2 depicts the raw log files obtained from the OpenEMR
system and the final processed log files that can be used with an existing conformance checker. The
raw log files of the IT system (Figure 2 (a)) and the healthcare records (Figure 2 (b)) were merged
based on the timestamps. The merged log file was then filtered to remove unnecessary information,
such as administrative and financial events, and re-structured using existing log information. The
filtered and restructured log file was extended to include the case IDs and led to the classified log
(Figure 2 (c)).

3.3 Log Analysis via Conformance Checking
Given a process model that depicts the expected functionality of a business process and an event log
that evidences its actual execution, detecting and describing the differences between the process
model and the event log is known as conformance checking. The final phase in our approach was to
check compliance, using a standard conformance checking tool, between the enhanced healthcare
event logs and the pre-defined emergency procedure workflows. The process mining tool ProM
was used to search for the alignments and the deviations of the event logs produced from OpenEMR
(Figure 2 (c)) against the emergency procedure workflow. The standards of ProM were used to
load the workflow model and the pre-processed event log file. Cases that deviate from the workflow
model can be interpreted as an occurrence of a particular privacy violation given that we have
accurately captured log-level indicators of policy violations in our workflow model. Distinct cases
were analysed, to determine the exact transitions which deviate from the workflow, in each case of
an unacceptable scenario.

4. Results
The generated log file from the modified OpenEMR system was analysed using ProM 6.5. Ten cases
simulating an emergency health management condition were selected to be pre-processed. The
cases include two normal cases, two emergency cases and six BTG cases. The BTG cases include
two which may indicate a privacy violation.

Figure 3. Final log after the “log preparation” phase.

For the unacceptable cases we simulated unauthorised access of a physician who obtained emer-
gency access rights in a BTG situation for a patient. This inappropriate behaviour occurred before
the “clean-up” process to disable the pre-owned emergency accounts to prevent their reuse (Yale
University, 2021). In the simulated scenario the physician takes advantage of the access granted to
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Table 1. Conformance checking results from ProM.

Case-ID
BTG/Emergency Acceptable/UnacceptableThe deviated transi-

tions
E-18-18052017-
1600

BTG Acceptable N/A E-35-18052017-
1700

Emergency Acceptable N/A E-35-
18052017-1900

BTG

Unacceptable Emergency
starts, BTG starts,
Emergency ends
and BTG ends
E-17-06062017-
0100

Normal Acceptable

N/A E-18-
25092017-0000

BTG Unacceptable Emergency starts,
BTG starts, Emer-
gency ends, and BTG
ends

the patient’s health record to extract data from it after the emergency has ended, possibly for financial
gain by selling the data to the media in the case of a celebrity patient. The transitions that deviate
from the workflow model in each case were visualised using the conformance analysis user interface.
These deviated transitions indicate potential health information privacy violations. Eight cases were
found to be aligned with the workflow model while two were noted as cases with deviations. Each
case can be viewed in ProM to detect the exact points of deviation within a case. Table 1 summarises
5 cases out of 10 simulated cases and the transitions (events) that were automatically identified as
invalid (i.e., unacceptable) are indicators of a potential privacy violation.
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